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ABSTRACT
Creating high-quality multimedia presentations requires much
skill, time, and effort. This is particularly true when temporal
media, such as speech and animation, are involved. We de-
scribe the design and implementation of a knowledge-based
system that generates customized temporal multimedia pre-
sentations. We provide an overview of the system’s architec-
ture, and explain how speech, written text, and graphics are
generated and coordinated. Our emphasis is on how temporal
media are coordinated by the system through a multi-stage ne-
gotiation process. In negotiation, media-specific generation
components interact with a novel coordination component
that solves temporal constraints provided by the generators.
We illustrate our work with a set of examples generated by
the system in a testbed application intended to update hospi-
tal caregivers on the status of patients who have undergone a
cardiac bypass operation.

KEYWORDS: media coordination, natural language gener-
ation, knowledge-based graphics generation, speech

INTRODUCTION
Multimedia presentations can provide an extremely effective
way to communicate information. However, designing high-
quality multimedia presentations by hand is a difficult and
time-consuming task, even for skilled authors. This is espe-
cially true when the presentation involves temporal media,
such as speech and animation, because the order and duration
of actions that occur in different temporal media must be co-
ordinated so that the presentation’s goals are communicated
coherently. To address the multimedia authoring problem, we
are developing a testbed system that uses AI techniques to
automatically design temporal multimedia presentations that
are customized to a specific situation. Our focus in this paper
is on the problem of coordinating how and when information
is conveyed by different temporal media to create a coherent

and effective presentation.

Our approach is embodied in a testbed system, MAGIC (Mul-
timedia Abstract Generation for Intensive Care) [6], which
automatically generates multimedia briefings that describe
the postoperative status of a patient undergoing Coronary
Artery Bypass Graft (CABG) surgery. MAGIC uses the
computerized information infrastructure already present in
operating rooms at Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center,
which provides a detailed online record of the patient’s sta-
tus before, during, and on completion of surgery. Among
the available data are vital signs, administered drugs, intra-
venous lines, information about devices such as a pacemaker
or balloon pump, echocardiogram data, and severity assess-
ments. Our system is designed to tailor briefings for different
caregivers, including Intensive Care Unit (ICU) nurses, car-
diologists, and residents, all of whom need updates on patient
status in the critical hour following surgery.

MAGIC is a distributed system whose components use knowl-
edge-based techniques for planning and generating briefings
in written text, speech, and graphics. One of its main contri-
butions is a negotiation process for coordinating the order and
duration of actions across different media. Order and duration
information are both represented using temporal constraints
that are generated dynamically by individual media-specific
components. To avoid the expensive replanning that is re-
quired when the different components’ constraints are mutu-
ally inconsistent, each media-specific component in MAGIC
produces a prioritized list of partial orderings of its actions.
A coordination component negotiates with the media-specific
components to arrive at a global partial (or even total) order-
ing of actions that extends some high-priority partial ordering
in each medium. Compatibility among orderings is ensured
by explicitly representing the relations between conceptual
objects and the media actions that refer to them. Durations
are coordinated only after obtaining a compatible ordering of
actions.

As described below, our approach is different from most ear-
lier work on coordinating multiple media, in which temporal
relations are either defined by hand or exist a priori (e.g., as
stored video with associated audio). Because MAGIC auto-
matically generates the content and form of all media, tem-



poral relations between media objects are determined only at
run-time.

After a discussion of previous work in multimedia coordi-
nation, we provide an overview of MAGIC’s architecture
and introduce a set of examples that will be used to de-
scribe the generation and coordination process. We then de-
scribe the language-generation and graphics-generation com-
ponents, and explain how coordination is achieved through
negotiation between the generation components and a coor-
dination component.

PREVIOUS WORK
Related work in multimedia systems falls into three broad
categories: low level synchronization of stored multimedia,
flexible synchronization using hand-specified temporal con-
straints, and dynamic generation of multimedia. In their
unified overview of low-level multimedia synchronization,
Steinmetz and Nahrstedt [24] present a four-layer synchro-
nization reference model, an overview of multimedia syn-
chronization approaches, and an account of multimedia pre-
sentation requirements; they focus on multimedia synchro-
nization issues for stored multimedia systems. Research on
network and operating system synchronization issues, such
as feedback techniques and protocols for intermedia syn-
chronization given network jitter (e.g., [18, 19, 20]), also
falls within this category. In MAGIC, conceptual objects are
generated dynamically, so object duration information and
inter-object synchronization points can rarely be stored or
computed prior to the generation of a presentation plan.

Although research in the development of multimedia author-
ing tools also addresses the problem of automatic synchro-
nization, coordination constraints are explicitly stated by the
presentation designer and scheduled at the media object level.
The media objects could be audio, video segments, or graph-
ics animations. For example, in [12], each media object
is associated with a triple: maximum, minimum, and opti-
mum length. The system is able to provide an optimal cost
solution that can satisfy all the temporal constraints with fair-
ness in distributing necessary stretching or shrinking across
the media objects. Others (e.g., [4], [13]) incorporate unpre-
dictable temporal behaviors in their temporal relation models.
Their algorithms can adjust to compensate for the behavior
of indeterministic objects at run-time. In contrast, most of
MAGIC’s temporal coordination and synchronization con-
straints are dynamically generated, and they are specified at a
more detailed level of representation. For example, temporal
constraints are specified among words and phrases in speech
and among displaying and highlighting in graphics. Media
synchronization is controlled by the system at run-time with
much finer granularity.

Although [12, 13] allow both qualitative and quantitative
temporal constraints, they do not allow disjunctions among
those constraints. While the constraint solver in [12], which
is based on linear programming, is exponential in the worst
case, the solver in [13], which allows flexible quantitative
constraints, sometimes provides “false inconsistent” results.
In contrast, MAGIC allows disjunctive qualitative constraints
using a language that extends Allen’s interval algebra [1]
by allowing more than two intervals in the same disjunct.

MAGIC also allows simple quantitative constraints and uses
an efficient but incomplete constraint solver.

Dynamic multimedia generation systems include SAGE [21,
14], COMET [9], and WIP [3], which are knowledge-based
multimedia generation systems that coordinate written text
with static graphics. Weitzman and Wittenburg [27] also
handle media coordination in their work on generating mul-
timedia presentations. They construct a simple network of
spatial and temporal constraints for each grammar to accom-
modate dynamic relationships among presentation elements,
but do not support the replanning capabilities we provide in
MAGIC. Temporal media introduce additional complexity,
and none of these systems support them.

CUBRICON [15] is one of the earliest systems to dynami-
cally generate coordinated speech and graphics. It combines
speech with simple deictic gestures and 2D map graphics to
guide the user’s visual focus of attention. Both speech and
graphics are incorporated into a single unified language gen-
erator, so there is no need for formal communication between
the generation components.

More recently, a system has been developed at University of
Pennsylvania that automatically generates conversations be-
tween two human-like agents through synchronized speech,
facial expressions, and gestures [5, 16, 17]. This system syn-
chronizes 3D graphics with speech by using the timing in-
formation generated by the speech generator to decide when
and how facial expressions and gestures are produced. For
example, if insufficient time is available to generate a ges-
ture, the system may abort the gesture. Since speech controls
the actions of the other generators, no negotiation among the
generators is required. In contrast, the language and graphics
components in MAGIC have equal status, so some mecha-
nism is required to negotiate the order and duration of actions
in the presentation.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
As shown in Figure 1, MAGIC consists of a set of compo-
nents that work concurrently and cooperatively. MAGIC’s
source of information about a patient’s condition is data de-
rived from several online medical databases. Our current data
server prototype uses a static knowledge source that contains
information previously downloaded from these databases and
“sanitized” to allow publication. The data filter component
selects relevant parts of this data and infers new information
from it. Using the domain-independent concept hierarchy
and the domain-dependent domain hierarchy, the data fil-
ter creates a knowledge representation of the particular pa-
tient, which we call the instance hierarchy. These hierarchies
are all accessible to the other components in MAGIC. The
concept hierarchy is a general domain-independent ontology
providing a taxonomy for generic information, such as the
fact that reals and integers are both numbers (similar to those
found in [2, 22]). The domain hierarchy represents domain-
dependent medical information using the same classifications
used in the clinical information system at Columbia Presby-
terian Medical Center.

Based on the user model (e.g., of nurses or cardiologists),
plan library, and the instance hierarchy, the general content
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Figure 1: MAGIC system architecture.

planner creates a media-independent plan that expresses the
high-level communicative goals to be accomplished by the
multimedia briefing. This presentation plan is represented as
a directed acyclic graph (the presentation graph) and serves
as the main data structure for exchanging information among
MAGIC’s components. The media allocator specifies one or
more media to express each communicative goal by anno-
tating whether it should appear in one or more media. (Our
current implementation uses a simple algorithm based on
semantic properties alone.) The full set of annotated commu-
nicative goals is then handed over to the media-specific con-
tent planners and generators. A single system-wide media
coordinator ensures that the media-specific content planners
and generators all work out a consistent and synchronized pre-
sentation, by allowing media-specific components to access
and update the overall presentation plan. Though there are
many interesting issues related to the general content planner,
the media allocator, and the media-specific content planners,
we will not discuss these components in further detail in order
to focus on the theme of the paper, temporal coordination.

Several temporal and spatial constraints must be satisfied in
the presentation plan. For example, certain tabular infor-
mation may have to be displayed graphically in a specific
spatial order. The media coordinator uses a constraint solver
component to detect inconsistencies among the different com-
ponents’ plans. The media coordinator handles any incon-
sistencies by negotiating alternatives with the media-specific
content planners. Currently only temporal constraints are ex-
plicitly represented, by using qualitative relations based on
Allen’s interval algebra [1] and simple quantitative informa-
tion.

The media-specific content planners and generators engage
in fine-grained collaboration to develop a detailed plan for
each communicative goal. When the presentation for a goal
is agreed upon, it is ready for display. The media conductor
gives the media-specific generators a ready signal and that

part of the presentation is played for the user.

EXAMPLES
We will rely on two examples, shown in Figures 2 and 3,
to illustrate MAGIC’s multimedia coordination process. In
each example, the goal is to use speech and graphics to com-
municate information about a patient’s demographics, with
each spoken reference to visual material synchronized with
graphical highlighting. The figures show actual tabular text,
speech, and graphics created by MAGIC for the beginnings
of two presentations for two different patients. Each figure
contains a series of images with the associated speech that is
spoken while each is displayed. Two kinds of highlightingare
shown: a yellow block that appears around the demographics
information to emphasize it, and temporary use of red instead
of grey text. (In the black-and-white halftone reproductions
included here, the yellow block is rendered as light grey and
the highlighted red text is rendered as black.)

The graphics are organized in a standardized spatial layout.
Although different data is displayed in both examples, consis-
tent spatial layout of similar information is desirable, since
it enables a user to easily find information across multiple
patients. Since in each example all the graphics shown are
presented before speech starts, synchronized highlighting is
used to emphasize parts of the display as they are mentioned
in speech.

The decision to use a stylized representation of the patient’s
body with surrounding information is based on both the infor-
mation characteristics (e.g., a patient is a physical entity) and
the situation/user model (e.g., of the ICU nurses, for whom
this particular presentation layout is designed, prefer to see
this information arranged relative to the body, but do not need
a detailed body model) [31]. Although additional graphics
and speech are presented in later parts of both patients’ brief-
ings, they are not shown or discussed here. In this paper, we
concentrate only on the generation and coordination of speech



(a)

(b) Speech: Ms. Jones is an eighty-year-old, diabetic, hyper-
tensive, female patient �����

(c) Speech: ����� of Dr. Smith undergoing CABG.

Figure 2: Coordinated speech and graphics generated
by MAGIC for Jones. (a) Initial display. (b–c) Speech
and graphical highlighting for the demographics infor-
mation at the top of the display.

with the tabular text and graphical highlighting shown at the
top of the figures.

Each medium has its own criteria that must be satisfied to pro-
duce an ordering of the objects that it presents. The speech
components give preference to more concise presentations
(e.g., using fewer words). The graphics components give
preference to highlighting in a regular, spatially ordered se-
quence, without jumping around, in a style that highlights in
units of an entire column of attribute-value pairs. If speech
and graphics were to be planned independently for these ex-
amples, speech would generate exactly the sentences shown,
and graphics would use a highlightingsequence that preceded
from left to right, one column at a time. Although these pre-
sentations may be individually satisfactory, when presented
together, spoken references and highlighting would differ in
order and duration. Thus, to achieve coordination, it is nec-
essary for each medium to constrain the other.

In Figure 2, the ordering of information in speech forces
graphics to abandon its preferred ordering and use an alter-
native instead: the leftmost two attribute-pair columns are
highlighted as a block as the words “Ms. Jones is an eighty-
year-old, diabetic, hypertensive, female patient” are spoken.
The right column is then highlighted as the remainder of the
sentence is spoken. No other regular (e.g., left-to-right) high-
lighting sequence would be coordinated with speech, since

(a)

(b) Speech: Mr. Smith is a sixty-year-old male patient �����

(c) Speech: ����� of Dr. Jordan undergoing CABG.

(d) Speech: He has a history of transient ischemic attacks,
pulmonary hypertension, and peptic ulcer.

Figure 3: Coordinated speech and graphics generated
by MAGIC for Smith. (a) Initial display. (b–d) Speech
and graphical highlighting for the demographics infor-
mation at the top of the display.

the reference to medical history (middle column) is embedded
between references to age and gender (left column).

The same left-to-right highlighting would produce an un-
coordinated presentation in Figure 3, since the surgeon’s
name is spoken before the medical history. Instead, graphics
must use a less desirable sequence, first highlighting the left
column, then the right, and finally, the middle column. (High-
lighting the middle and right columns simultaneously is ruled
out because the first reference in them is to the right column.)
Alternatively, as shown in Figure 4, if the media coordinator
requests speech to use a different ordering, speech can find
an alternative phrasing that also meets its own constraints in
this case.

Given this wording, graphics can use its preferred left-to-right
ordering, one column at a time. While in Figure 3, speech
constrains graphics choices, in Figure 4, graphics constrains
the ordering used by speech, following negotiation. Our
work to date gives MAGIC the capacity to generate either
of the sequences shown in Figures 3 and 4. (Through user
studies we will determine which sequence is more desirable



(a) Speech: Mr. Smith is a sixty-year-old male.

(b) Speech: He has a history of transient ischemic attacks,
pulmonary hypertension, and peptic ulcer.

(c) Speech: He is a patient of Dr. Jordan undergoing CABG.

Figure 4: Alternative coordinated speech and graph-
ics generated by MAGIC for Smith. (a–c) Speech and
graphical highlighting for the demographics informa-
tion at the top of the display.

for which users in which circumstances. This will ultimately
allow MAGIC to select the appropriate option for the specific
situation.)

The temporal constraints used for coordinating speech and
graphics are represented using relations in Allen’s interval
algebra [1]. For example, the qualitative constraint

(< name (* age gender))

among speech objects indicates that the reference to name
should be spoken before (<) the references toage andgender,
which in turn may be spoken in any order (*). In general,
any subset of the thirteen basic relations defined by Allen can
be used in place of � and *. (We use * as an abbreviation
for the disjunction consisting of all thirteen basic relations.)
We also allow quantitative temporal constraints that specify
starting and stopping times of individual intervals in seconds,
relative to the start of the entire presentation; for example:

(age (start 1.2) (stop 2.7))

LANGUAGE GENERATION
Speech is an inherently temporal medium: words and phrases
occur in strict temporal sequence, one after the other. The
ordering of words and phrases is constrained both by gram-
matical properties of the language and by communicative
goals. The speech components must perform two main tasks
to accomplish coordination. First, they must determine pos-
sible orderings of spoken references to objects in the accom-
panying graphics that meet grammatical and communicative
constraints. Second, they must determine the duration of
each such spoken reference.

These tasks are complicated by the fact that the complete
ordering of words is not usually known until all grammati-
cal constraints have been applied and one or more sentences

produced. Clearly, negotiating a compatible ordering with
graphics at this late stage is undesirable because MAGIC
would have to backtrack through the entire process of pro-
ducing sentences should an incompatibility be detected. Fur-
thermore, given just a string of words, the correspondence is
missing between phrases and the objects they reference. To
address these problems, we exploit paraphrasing and deter-
mination of partial orderings midway through the generation
process, by representing and reasoning about possible choices
for speech. In this process, MAGIC retains a representation
of objects referenced for each phrase, computing the duration
of each phrase.

The speech components are capable of realizing the same
content in different ways, each of which encodes a different
ordering of references. This makes it possible for the media
coordinator to select a sentence that matches the ordering
requirements from the other media.

Input to the speech components includes objects to be com-
municated in speech, such as a patient’s name, age, gender,
medical history, operation and surgeon’s name in the pa-
tient’s demographics section, each of which is represented by
a unique identifier. Based on this input, the speech compo-
nents design several ways to communicate this information.
For example, the information given by speech in Figure 2(b–
c) can be conveyed in a single sentence or several sentences:

1. Ms. Jones is an eighty-year-old, diabetic, hypertensive,
female patient of Dr. Smith undergoing CABG.

2. Ms. Jones is an eighty-year-old female patient of Dr.
Smith undergoing CABG. She has a history of diabetes
and hypertension.

3. Ms. Jones is an eighty-year-old female. She has a history
of diabetes and hypertension. She is a patient of Dr.
Smith undergoing CABG.

Additionally, within one sentence, different sentence struc-
tures can be produced by changing the word order or para-
phrasing. For example, by reordering the words “diabetic”
and “hypertensive” in sentence 1 above, we have:

1a. Ms. Jones is an eighty-year-old, hypertensive, diabetic,
female patient of Dr. Smith undergoing CABG.

For each sentence shown above, a preference value is pro-
duced to indicate how preferable the sentence is from the point
of view of the speech components. The speech components
are provided with the communicative goal of being concise.
Therefore, they prefer one sentence over several, adjectives
over prepositional phrases, and prepositional phrases over
relative clauses. Since several candidate orders are available
to the media coordinator at the same time, this can signifi-
cantly reduce the number of re-negotiations that are needed
when coordination fails.

The object ordering needed for negotiation is produced after
planning the sentence and before generating its surface struc-
ture. The speech components consist of a speech content



planner and a speech generator. The speech content planner
determines how much information goes into a sentence. The
speech generator includes a lexical chooser that determines
overall sentence structure and the words to use, and a sen-
tence generator that uses a grammar to enforce grammatical
constraints. The lexical chooser uses unification to generate
all possible sentence structures and word choices. The result-
ing object orders are expressed as partial-order constraints,
where the partial orders are used to represent variations that
may happen in the final stage of generating the sentence.
Thus, each object order may correspond to several sentences
that can be generated. For example, when the speech compo-
nents do not care about the difference in orderings between
them, as in sentences 1 and 1a above, they specify the or-
der between “diabetic” and “hypertensive” as (* diabetes
hypertension), where * indicates that the order of the
following objects does not matter.

Since ordering is determined at the point of lexical choice,
the speech components have available both the object and the
words selected to refer to the object. The speech components
keep track of the mapping between the words or phrases
in a sentence and their object identifiers. For example, the
speech components maintain a representation indicating that
“eighty-year-old” represents age in the speech input.

The candidate object orders,1 which correspond to example
sentences 1–3 above, produced for the demographics infor-
mation in the speech output for Figure 2 are:

1. (< name age (* diabetes hypertension)
gender surgeon operation) [10]

2. (< name age gender surgeon operation
(* diabetes hypertension)) [5]

3. (< name age gender (* diabetes
hypertension) surgeon operation) [4]

Note that the speech content planner and lexical chooser de-
termine that diabetes and hypertension can be referred
to using adjectives and thus folded into one sentence in a
concise way. Thus, Option 1 is much more preferable than
either Option 2 or 3, both of which involve separate sentences
and consequently, a number of additional words. Option 1
is given the highest possible weight (10 on a scale of 1–10,
shown in square brackets) and Options 2 and 3 are given lower
weights, where Option 2 (weight 5) is marginally better than
Option 3 (weight 4).

In contrast, for Figure 3, the medical history (“transient is-
chemic attacks, pulmonary hypertension, and peptic ulcer”)
cannot be realized in adjectival form; therefore, a separate
sentence for the medical history must be generated, which,
using the most natural wording, follows references to all in-
formation in the left and right columns. Thus, only the last
two partial orders above would be generated for Figure 3
(with Smith’s medical history items replacing diabetes and

1Although shown here as orderings over objects, speech actually pro-
duces orderings over spoken references to objects. For example, instead of
name, the constraint is over(refer name). This was done to simplify
the presentation here.

hypertension). Again, Option 2 is ranked marginally better
than Option 3.

After a compatible total order has been found by the me-
dia coordinator, the speech generator generates the surface
structure of the set of one or more sentences that meet those
constraints. The speech generator then computes duration in-
formation for each of the objects referenced in the sentences.
The duration, start time, and stop time of each phoneme in
the sentences are generated by the speech synthesizer. From
this information, the speech generator derives the start and
stop time of each word and finally of each object in the given
input. As a result, each object identifier referred to in speech
is tagged with time information. Note that because durations
are provided at the word and phrase level, highlighting can
be synchronized to occur for the exact duration of the spoken
reference as opposed to the entire sentence, thus yielding a
fine level of coordination.

The time information produced by the speech generator for
Figure 2, and used by the media coordinator, is:

((name 0.5) (age 1.46) (diabetes 2.41)
(hypertension 3.17) (gender 4.15)
(surgeon 5.25) (operation 6.29)
(end-time 7.66))

GRAPHICS GENERATION
MAGIC’s graphics content planner and graphics generator
handle both time-independent and time-dependent graphics.
An example of the former is a static tabular data layout,
while examples of the latter include interactive highlighting
and more general animation. There is a very high degree
of flexibility in how to present several pieces of information
graphically in this fashion. Given as input a set of general
communicative goals, the challenge is to compute efficiently
a course of graphical actions that best fulfills these goals and
that at the same time can be smoothly coordinated with the ac-
tions performed in other media. To this end the graphics con-
tent planner uses a hierarchical-decomposition partial-order
planning component [30] that selects visual goals to be ac-
complished. We have adopted the visual goal categorization
developed by Wehrend and Lewis [26]. The planning com-
ponent computes a partially ordered (and, therefore, flexible)
set of graphical actions.

While the speech components order spoken references to
objects to obtain possible object orders, the graphics com-
ponents partially order graphical actions that imply possible
object orders. Note that the spatial arrangement (spatial
ordering) of graphical items on the screen is implicitly deter-
mined by the graphical actions.

The graphics content planner’s input has the same structure
as that of the language content planner. For example, when
handling the patient’s demographics information, the presen-
tation plan advises the graphics content planner to convey
information about the patient’s age, gender, medical record
number (MRN), medical history, operation, and surgeon’s
name. (Based on domain knowledge provided by our medi-
cal experts, the media allocator determines that the MRN is



to be conveyed only by graphics.)

Given the general communicative goal to “emphasize a pa-
tient’s demographics,” the graphics content planner proposes
lower-level visual goals. The graphics generator has a set
of visual operators that are based on standard graphic design
techniques, such as highlighting [31]. The graphics compo-
nents utilize a set of visual policies to determine what visual
operators to use and how to use them to achieve visual goals.
In our examples, demographics are displayed in a textual table
and a visual policy states that highlighting is appropriate for
distinguishing textual table objects. Therefore the highlight
operator can be selected to accomplish the visual task dis-
tinguish demographics. Furthermore, the graphics generator
uses the action subhighlight to further distinguish subparts
of the demographics. Thus, a set of actions are proposed to
accomplish the current task:

Action1: (highlight (demographics))

Action2: (subhighlight (mrn age gender))

Action3: (subhighlight (medhistory))

Action4: (subhighlight (surgeon operation))

The graphics generator communicates with the media coordi-
nator to negotiate the ordering of these actions. A compatible
order of the objects involved is produced, utilizing their indi-
vidual unique object IDs. What is actually communicated to
the media coordinator is a set of partially ordered graphical
actions. For example, the set of partial orders specified for
the actions listed above are:

1. (di Action1
((< m) Action2 Action3 Action4)) [10]

2. (di Action1
(* Action2 Action3 Action4)) [7]

Here, di specifies the relationship contains (also known as
during-inverse), indicating that Action1 starts before and ends
after all the other actions. The relation m, called meet, indi-
cates that the stop time of Action2 is the same as the start time
of Action3, and that the stop time of Action3 is the same as the
start time of Action4. The list of operators < and m specifies
a disjunction. Thus, each action in the list of actions ends
either before or at the same time that the next action in the list
starts. The first, highly-weighted, partial order highlights in-
formation from left to right, while the second indicates equal
preference for all other orders.

For Figure 2, after receiving negotiation requests from the
media generators, the media coordinator returns to the graph-
ics components a compatible order specified in terms of the
objects; in this case:

(di demographics
((< m) mrn age medhistory gender

surgeon operation))

A complete order of graphical actions is constructed by adapt-
ing this compatible object order. If the object order does not
agree with the current structure of graphical actions, then the
graphics generator needs to fix the current plan. For example,
in the order shown above, medhistory comes between age
and gender, effectively breaking the structure of Action2.
In this case, the graphics generator can merge Action2 and
Action3 together to resolve the conflicts. Thus, a new action
is generated to replace Action2 and Action3:

Action5: (subhighlight (mrn age gender
medhistory))

For Figure 3, the compatible order returned by the media
coordinator already agrees with the graphical action structure
rated 7 above:

(di demographics
((< m) mrn age gender surgeon

operation medhistory))

When a satisfactory order has been found, the execution time
for each graphical action is estimated within the graphics
generator and graphical time constraints are sent to the media
coordinator. The time constraints for each graphical action
are represented as a time interval specified by its start time and
stop time in seconds. Currently, the speech component dic-
tates the time constraints for graphical actions. The graphics
generator gets the time constraints from the media coordi-
nator, and then assigns these constraints to each graphical
action.

Once a total order of the graphical actions with their time
duration constraints has been constructed, the graphics gen-
erator sends a ready signal to the media coordinator. Upon
the return of a ready signal from the media coordinator, all
graphical actions are sent to the rendering component to be
realized with the specified timings.

MULTIMEDIA NEGOTIATION
The media coordinator currently coordinates both the order
and duration of graphical and speech objects. This is done
in two separate negotiation phases: a total ordering of me-
dia objects is determined first, and then the object durations
are synchronized. Computing durations only after agreeing
on a total ordering improves the efficiency of the system
because durations (and therefore complete generation) of al-
ternative orderings are not computed at all. Since MAGIC
uses automatic generation, when there are incompatibilities
in duration, additional material can often be generated to fill
the gap.

An important task of the media coordinator is to relate the
media objects generated by different media components. For
example, the speech generator provides the media coordina-
tor with temporal constraints over spoken references such as
“Ms. Jones” and “eighty-year-old.” These constraints are
represented using actions that specify the underlying concep-
tual objects, in this case (refer name) and (refer age),
respectively. Constraints from the graphics generator refer



to actions such as (subhighlight medhistory). Note
that this becomes complicated because of the hierarchy of
objects; for example, in Jones’s case, medhistory refers
to diabetes and hypertension. The media coordinator
correlates the actions provided by speech with the actions pro-
vided by graphics, while using subsumption in the hierarchy
of conceptual objects.

Because multimedia objects are organized hierarchically and
generated automatically, it is important that the constraints
provided by the speech generator and the graphics genera-
tor be flexible. Regularly backtracking to the planning level
because of overly restrictive temporal constraints would be
costly in a real-time environment because new object hier-
archies may have to be generated. Thus, both the speech
and graphics generators provide a list of partial temporal
constraints; since they are partial, the temporal constraints
can be relaxed if needed. This approach greatly facilitates
negotiation between the graphics generator and the speech
generator.

For coordinating order, each media generator provides a
weighted list of possible partial orders of media actions,
ranked according to the generator’s preferences. These con-
straints are expressed in an interval-based model [1] for rep-
resenting qualitative constraints among temporal intervals.
The media coordinator determines a total ordering compati-
ble with the highest-ranked ordering of each medium. If this
fails, it negotiates among the speech and graphics preferences
until it finds a compatible ordering by systematically travers-
ing the lists. When determined, the compatible ordering is
then passed back to the speech generator and the graphics
generator.

For Jones’s demographics (Figure 2), the highest-ranked con-
straints for graphics and speech are not compatible. The
media coordinator then considers the next ranked graphics
constraints, since they have a much higher weight than the
next ranked speech constraints. The compatible ordering
produced is:

(di demographics
((< m) name mrn age diabetes

hypertension gender
surgeon operation))

For Smith’s demographics (Figures 3 and 4), recall that the
speech constraint corresponding to that ranked highest for
Jones is not generated. While Smith’s highest-ranked speech
and graphics constraints are still not compatible, the differ-
ences between the weights of the top two speech constraints
and the top two graphics constraints are similar. Therefore,
there is not necessarily a clear choice between orders that
use the highest-ranked speech constraint and ones that use
the highest-ranked graphics constraint. Figure 3 was gen-
erated by using the highest-ranked speech constraint (corre-
sponding to Jones’s second-ranked speech constraint) and the
second-ranked graphics constraint. In contrast, Figure 4 was
generated by using the second-ranked speech constraint (cor-
responding to Jones’s third-ranked speech constraint) and the
highest-ranked graphics constraint.

After a global total ordering has been agreed upon, each
individual media generator computes the duration constraints
of its conceptual objects. The media generators provide these
duration constraints to the media coordinator, which again
uses the constraint solver to determine compatible global start
and stop times for each media object. Since graphics does
not currently provide any duration constraints, the durations
of all objects are computed directly from the speech duration
constraints. In particular, the duration constraints generated
by speech are used to compute the start and stop times for
each of the graphics generator’s composite objects. The start
time for a composite object c of the graphics generator is
computed to be the start time of the first object in the speech
generator’s object duration information that overlaps with
c. The stop time is similarly computed to be the end time
of the last object in the speech generator’s object duration
information that overlaps with c.

In both the Jones and Smith examples, only the speech gener-
ator has duration constraints, so the durations of the graphics
objects can be computed directly from the speech duration
constraints without negotiation. The final start and stop times
computed for the speech objects remain the same as specified
in the input of the speech generator. The final start and stop
times computed for Jones’s graphics objects are:

((highlight demographics)
(start 1.46) (stop 7.66))

((subhighlight mrn age gender medhistory)
(start 1.46) (stop 5.25))

((subhighlight surgeon operation)
(start 5.25) (stop 7.66))

When the media generators are ready to begin the presenta-
tion, they each request a ready signal from the media conduc-
tor, which waits for both the requests in order to synchronize
their start times.

CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION
MAGIC’s modules are written in Common Lisp, C, C++, and
CLIPS. The entire system is integrated using the ILU (Inter-
Language Unification) package [10]. ILU makes it possible
for the different components to share data structures and to
communicate efficiently across different hardware platforms
and implementation languages. The hierarchies and presen-
tation graph described in the section on system architecture
are implemented as two multithreaded ILU server modules,
one for the three hierarchies and one for the presentation
graph. The modules along the main pipeline of MAGIC act
as ILU servers as well as ILU clients, so they offer function-
ality to other modules and also call functions provided by
other modules.

The media coordinator currently uses a constraint solver
based on Metric/Allen Time System (MATS) [11] for solving
the temporal constraints and determining a total global order-
ing. The constraint solver can handle both qualitative con-
straints for expressing ordering and quantitative constraints
for expressing durations. It works by computing the transitive
closure over qualitative constraints and then using constraint
satisfaction for point-based metric reasoning [29]. The media



coordinator, which is implemented in C, runs on a Sun Ultra-
Sparc workstation. Currently the general content planner and
the media allocator are implemented as one module, using
Allegro Common Lisp.

The speech content planner and generator are implemented
in Allego Common Lisp and the FUF/Surge package [8].
FUF (Functional Unification Formalism) is a unification-
based natural language generator program, consisting of a
unifier and a linearizer. Surge is a large, robust unification
grammar of English. Both were developed at Columbia Uni-
versity and have been used in a wide range of applications at
Columbia and elsewhere. The speech synthesizer is Lucent
Bell Laboratories’ Text to Speech system. The speech content
planner and generator run on a Sun UltraSparc workstation.

The graphics content planner and generator are written in
C++ and the CLIPS production system language [23]. We
have implemented the knowledge-based design component
in CLIPS, and the rendering component using the SGI Open
Inventor 3D graphics toolkit [25]. We use a hierarchical
decompositional partial order planner [32] that is based in part
on the research of [28, 30]. The graphics content planner and
generator run on a 250 MHZ R4400 SGI Indigo Maximum
Impact.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have described our first steps in the automated generation
of multimedia presentations in which multiple media-specific
generators negotiate on an equal basis to determine the order
and duration of the material presented. This allows MAGIC
to automatically determine which media objects should be
synchronized and their position, in addition to standard syn-
chronization. This is achieved in an efficient manner through
the development of media-specific content planners and gen-
erators that can reason about possible orders for presentation
and a media coordinator that negotiates between their state-
ments of preferred orderings using temporal reasoning to
determine compatibility.

Although the media supported by MAGIC currently include
only generated speech, text, and graphics, its negotiation ap-
proach can accommodate additional media. In particular, we
are working on supporting static images and video to allow
the inclusion of material such as x-rays and echocardiograms.
We are also interested in making it possible for users to in-
terrupt MAGIC’s presentations; for example, to change the
topic being presented or how it is presented. Since our nego-
tiation approach does not rely on the specifics of the medical
domain, it should extend to other domains as well.

Our constraint solver is currently based on MATS, which is
efficient but not complete. That is, there are certain tempo-
ral constraints that cannot be expressed (e.g., disjunctions of
conjunctions of temporal relations). We are exploring using a
new anytime algorithm for reasoning with temporal temporal
constraint networks that is based on propositional satisfia-
bility [7]. In addition to our focus thus far on representing
and reasoning about temporal constraints, we will also ex-
plore using similar approaches to handle spatial constraints
on multimedia objects. This will allow MAGIC to reason
about the consistency of spatial constraints, the spatial lay-

out of displayed objects, and the interactions among these
objects.

Currently, the media coordinator and the media conductor
return their results to the speech generator and the graph-
ics generator via ILU. We plan on extending the presenta-
tion graph to serve as declarative blackboard representation
through which temporal ordering and duration results would
be posted. Ultimately, media-specific content planners and
generators will also post their constraints, preferences and
decisions in the presentation graph so that we have a single
representation where different components can inspect the
decisions of others.

Finally, we are working on a more sophisticated version of the
media conductor, which can handle dynamic synchronization
between media. Our work on the presentation graph will help
in this task. For example, once duration constraints are repre-
sented declaratively in the graph, MAGIC can both interrupt
and replay presentations simply by reading the graph. We will
also extend negotiation to synchronize durations, if no com-
patible timings can be determined initially. Furthermore, we
will investigate the incorporation of established techniques
to alleviate lags that arise from network delays [24].
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